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They say they
value us - it’s
time to show it

NHS members ballot on action, council workers slam cuts  

Public service workers

have rightly been

praised for their selfless

work during the pandemic

but they are now being

forced into action to get a

fair deal from the Scottish

and UK governments.
As we went to press, NHS

members in Scotland were

heading to a consultative ballot on

industrial action following

Scottish health secretary Jeane

Freeman’s refusal to re-open pay

talks for this calendar year.

Tom Waterson, chair of

UNISON Scotland’s health

committee, said: “Our dedicated

NHS staff have suffered real-term

pay cuts over the last decade with

significant extra costs over this

pandemic.

“These are just ordinary people

thrust into an extraordinary

situation and they trusted the

Scottish government to recognise

them fairly. Disappointingly this

hasn’t happened and the time has

run out for warm words.”

Local government workers

are having to campaign against

years of disproportionate cuts as

they call on governments to ‘Plug

the Gap’ as local services face a

£1billion shortfall.

A measure of how much they

are ‘valued’ is that they are having

to campaign for the consolidation

of the living wage.

Mark Ferguson, chair of

UNISON Scotland’s local

government committee, said:

“Scotland’s local authorities were

in difficulty before the pandemic

but they are now in crisis – the

financial impact of the pandemic

has been huge.

“Local government workers up

and down the country have gone

above and beyond in their

response to the coronavirus

pandemic, keeping essential

services going in the most

difficult of circumstances.

“The willingness of workers in

local authorities to adapt and shift

priorities and roles to ensure vital

functions for their communities

have been maintained has been an

exemplary response by an under-

resourced and undervalued

workforce which should be

recognised and rewarded by the

Scottish government.”

For more details of the campaign

see www.unison-scotland.org/

protect-our-council-services/

The Covid-19 crisis has

exposed the scandal that the

people we most rely on in times of

need are the worst paid. 

People such as health workers,

carers, cleansing workers, are all

essential to keep society

functioning, and so are the tens of

thousands of other staff who

aren’t seen on a day to day basis

but without whom public services

couldn’t have operated throughout

the pandemic.

They have one thing in

common. They are determined

their work throughout the crisis

will not be forgotten - and that

there will be no return to the

‘normal’ of being under-valued

and under-paid.

The Covid-19 crisis has

exposed the scandal that the

people we most rely on in times

of need are the worst paid’

‘

UNISON Scotland’s Social

Work Issues Group has

set up a one hour monthly

lunchtime webinar series

which will look at front line

social work in Scotland –

and how a commitment to

social justice and good

practice can be maintained

in difficult times.
The four-part series is open

to all social work members,

students and staff and will cover

radical social work, the

Independent Care Review for

Children, poverty and

inequality, and the crisis in

social care for adults.

The first webinar on the theme

of Radical Social Work will take

place on Wednesday 2 December

2020  from 1pm – 2pm and will

feature Jane Fenton, senior

lecturer, Dundee University

(author of Social Work for Lazy

Radicals), UNISON member

Rory Anderson, Scottish local

authority children and family

social worker and National

Convener of SWAN (the Social

Work Action Network), and

retired member Colin Turbett

(author of Doing Radical Social

Work).

Get more details and the link

for the webinar at www.unison-

scotland.org/social-work/

Free webinars:

Good social

work in a time

of Covid

www.unison-scotland.org

More on #PlugTheGap and #PayUpNow, p2-3

Powerful testimony
from adult care
workers
Members meet 

care review chair - p2
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Council workers have

been key during this

pandemic as they have

stepped up to go above and

beyond to provide essential

services, often to our most

vulnerable citizens, and

often at risk to themselves.
However those very services

are under threat as council

funding, already cut to the bone,

looks to be hit even more,

threatening jobs and the vital

services these workers provide.

Clapping is not enough. We

need the UK and Scottish

governments to invest in public

services and the workers who

provide them. 

UNISON is calling on

members in local government to

take action now. No one knows

better than our members how

critical these services are.

UNISON is calling on the

Scottish government to fund

local councils properly to keep

communities safe and rebuild the

country following the pandemic.  

UNISON Scotland’s campaign

to save our services, #PlugTheGap,

calls on the Scottish government to

find additional resources for

Scotland’s councils to avoid

devastating harm to services that

have already suffered ten years of

budget cuts.

Branches across Scotland are

calling on their members and the

public to demand action to protect

these services and the workers that

provide them. 

Find out what you can do at
unison-scotland.org/protect-our-
council-services/

Glasgow campaign 
Glasgow City is one such

branch. Working alongside

colleagues in the GMB, EIS and

Unite, the branch has set up a

petition to demand that

Glasgow’s MPs and MSPs

publicly support their call for

more funding, sign the petition

and use their influence to secure

more money for the city.

They are also demanding that

Glasgow’s councillors do the

same AND also refuse to

implement any more cuts in the

council budget whilst a

campaign is built to win more

money for the city.

Branch secretary, Brian Smith

said: “Public services are the

glue that holds communities

together and will be crucial to

our society’s recovery in the

years ahead. 

“Council services and

community organisations funded

by councils should be expanded

to cope with the social and

economic fallouts of the Covid-

19 pandemic. 

“All thirty-two council areas

in Scotland require more funding

and investment.

“In Glasgow, the council can

play an important role in the

economic, cultural and arts

recovery of the city and must be

funded to do so.

“Expanding these much

needed services will create job

opportunities for our young

people.  

“Jobs with decent

employment conditions and

permanent contracts rather than

zero hour, insecure work with

bad employers.”

Sign the Glasgow petition at

www.change.org/p/glasgow-s-

politicians-save-our-services-

glasgow-demands-more-pay-up-

now

Online question time
UNISON also held an online

question time on Facebook last

month, chaired by local

government committee chair

Mark Ferguson with panelists

Councillor Gail MacGregor,

COSLA resources spokesperson,

Jim Logue, leader North

Lanarkshire Council and

Johanna Baxter, UNISON

Scotland head of local

government.

They fielded members’

questions on when COSLA and

councils were going to stand up

to the Scottish government and

demand funding to protect

services; better pay for the

lowest paid who have kept

services going through the

pandemic; measures to tackle

child poverty; the major pay gap

between disabled and non

disabled staff and many more

issues.

Investment in council services

is essential for communities

and vital for the economy
#PlugTheGap campaign

Public services are the glue that

holds communities together and will

be crucial to our society’s recovery in

the years ahead’ BRIAN SMITH

‘

Social care workers and

activists laid out the

reality of working in the

social care sector at a

meeting with Derek Feeley,

chair of the independent

review into adult social care,

at a meeting last month.
The workers, all members of

UNISON’s social care review

group, gave first person accounts

of what it is like working on the

front line in social care amid a

national pandemic.

The contributions were frank,

blunt, heartfelt and emotional

from workers representing

private healthcare providers,

charities and other third sector

organisations from a variety of

social care settings including

care homes and care in the

community. 

Members were unanimous

that there had to be drastic

change in the way workers are

treated who deliver social care to

extremely vulnerable clients.

Frances Burns, chair of

UNISON’s social care review

group, which meets weekly, said

the implementation of fair work

principles could not happen soon

enough.

“Our members were aware

that social care was already too

fragmented and feeling the

pressure of annual cost cuts prior

to the pandemic. Such cuts were

largely absorbed by a workforce

that is 83% women on an

average pay of £9.79 p/h. 

“It is also important to

highlight that 20% are not on

permanent contracts with 11% on

zero hours contracts. The

pandemic has proved the system

was broken but that it is an

absolutely essential sector to

maintain the wellbeing and

human rights of all those service

users we look after.”

Ian Fitzpatrick, UNISON

organiser responsible for social

care, pointed out workers’ voices

were not represented when

national care home contracts

were negotiated so it was no

surprise emergency legislation

was required to ensure staff in

private care homes could be paid

sick pay when ill or self-isolating

due to Covid.

Other care workers also

participated fully, outlining a

range of issues faced by those

working in social care.

Frances invited Derek Feeley

to attend future meetings: “Fair

work is the vehicle by which a

sectoral workforce engagement

can take place which will ensure

safe, effective and person-

centred support is delivered. 

“If terms and conditions were

taken out of employers’ hands

then services would be procured

on values, skills and quality of

service alone, not who is the

cheapest.”

Derek Feeley, who heads the

Scottish government appointed

review group, accepted the

invitation to revisit the group and

thanked the workers for sharing

their incredibly powerful stories

and for the work they did every

day. The review group is due to

report in January.

Members give powerful testimony

to adult social care review chair

By Kate Ramsden

SiU editor

By Deborah Smith

Area organiser

Scottish Trades

Union Congress 2020

Organising for

fairness and equality

The 123rd STUC Congress, held

online on 17 November, was

an inspiring event. Entitled “The

People’s Recovery – Organising

for a Fairer Future,” there was a

clear and essential focus on

equalities - especially important as

equality groups have been

disproportionately affected by the

Covid-19 pandemic.
It was the first Congress with

Rozanne Foyer at the helm as general

secretary – the first ever woman to hold

this role. In her report Roz reminded us

that strong women have always been to

the fore in our trade union movement.

However to support women to leadership

roles, “we must address the sticky floor

as well as the glass ceiling.”

Responses to the crisis
UNISON’s Charmaine Blaize

spoke movingly and powerfully about

the disproportionate impact of Covid

on our Black

workers.

She told

Congress that a

UNISON survey

of Black

members

discovered a culture of fear - fear for

themselves and their families from

Covid, fear of going off sick and not

being paid, fear of a lack of PPE and a

fear of raising safety concerns.

“It showed that Black workers were

over-exposed and under protected,”

said Charmaine. 

She told Congress, however, that

this is a “moment of opportunity” and

called on unions to do more to tackle

racism. She reminded us that “race

equality is everyone’s business”. 

“Hopefully we will soon have a

vaccine for Covid… After 400 years we

are yet to find a vaccine for racism”.

A people’s recovery
UNISON Scottish secretary, and

general council member, Mike Kirby

called for

massive

investment to

support the

country out

of Covid. 

“Investment in public services is

the quickest way to put money into the

pockets of ordinary people,” said

Mike. “Putting money into essential

services creates long-term economic

benefits and promotes community

resilience.”

He slammed “the systemic

deficiencies in social care” exposed by

the pandemic and demanded an end to

“for profit” companies in its delivery.

“Time to prioritise social value ahead

of price,” urged Mike.

A Scotland fit for
the future

Depute convener, Stephen Smellie

told Congress that UNISON supports

the right of the Scottish people for

self-determination. “That isn't the

same as saying we are in favour of

independence,” he said. However he

called for the unions to be directly

engaged in trying to shape what

independence (or greater devolution)

would look like if that’s what the

Scottish people vote for.

“We want the options to be at least

more in tune with what our vision of a

Just and fair and Green Scotland

should be.”
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The Scottish government

has failed to deliver for

health workers despite

promises of awarding

workers something this

calendar year. UNISON is

now preparing for a

consultative ballot on

industrial action.
UNISON Scotland Health

Committee’s #PayUpNow

campaign has been calling for the

three-year NHS pay deal to be

opened and renegotiated in light

of the pandemic and extra costs

incurred by healthcare workers. 

It’s 11.29am on Thursday 5

November just outside of the

Scottish Parliament building

and Lothian Health branch

secretary, Tracy Miller, is

addressing UNISON members

on Facebook Live. 

This is no ordinary Holyrood

demonstration. Over the years

we have become accustomed to

seeing thousands of trade

unionists marching down the

Royal Mile and descending on

parliament. But today, because

of restrictions, we are limited to

25 loud and angry Lothian

Health members and the power

of social media. 

Tracy address the world wide

web: “We are here to demand a

pay rise this year from Jeane

Freeman. She promised us a

couple of months ago, that she

would use the pay re-opener

clause and recognise the NHS

staff’s hard work this year. 

“We are now in wave two of

this pandemic and our members

are exhausted. Christmas is

coming and Jeane needs to put

her hand in her pocket and give

our workers a pay rise.” 

The crowd goes wild and the

social media likes and shares

pour in. 

We are only 25 strong at

Holyrood – but we have hundreds

more carrying out their own local

actions all over Scotland. 

From a digital rally in

Grampian to #PayUpNow

solidarity selfies from Fife,

NHS members once again

executed another nationally

coordinated plan to demand that

the Scottish government re-

opens the current three year pay

deal. 

Now UNISON has taken the

decision to move to a

consultative ballot on industrial

action and at the time of writing

the logistics and dates of the

ballot were being finalised as

we went to press.

But let’s be clear, the last

thing our members want to do at

this time is disrupt NHS

services, but more than a month

on from our talks with health

secretary Jeane Freeman we are

no further forward.

The Scottish government has

failed to deliver on pay for our

NHS workers and we feel we

have been left with no other

choice. Our hand has been forced.

As we move on with the

campaign, we are encouraging

all health activists to talk to

their local members about the

#PayUpNow campaign and be

ready to vote when the ballot is

ready. 

I’m delighted to have

joined UNISON as the

legal officer for Scotland. 
Having witnessed the effects

of poor working conditions and

poverty pay on the community

when working as a welfare

rights officer and debt advisor

in Ayrshire, I became a solicitor

to try to make a difference to the

lives of workers, to challenge

discrimination, poor working

conditions and to address the

power imbalance in the

workplace which requires

workers to have a collective

voice and access to good legal

advice to fight for their rights in

the workplace. 

I trained at a law centre

preventing evictions,

challenging welfare benefits

decisions and helping workers

pursue discrimination and

employment claims.

The importance of being part

of a trade union was even more

clear to me having witnessed

the barriers many workers face

if unable to afford the costs of

accessing specialist legal advice

to challenge their employers. 

I went on to specialise in

employment law as a trade

union lawyer, representing

union members at the

Employment Tribunal in a

variety of claims such as unfair

dismissal and discrimination,

and representing members at

fitness to practice hearings

before their professional

regulators such at the SSSC,

HCPC and the NMC.

As well as ensuring the

delivery of quality legal

assistance to union members in

Scotland for a broad range of

legal matters and providing

advice and training on

employment law and industrial

relations to Scottish staff,

members and activists, as the

legal officer at UNISON

Scotland I will be taking

forward key strategic legal

cases to make a real difference

to a large number of people. 

UNISON has helped

members pursue hugely

significant issues such as equal

pay, payments for ‘sleep-in’

time, having commission

included in holiday pay and the

landmark Supreme Court

victory when UNISON defeated

the government’s introduction

of Employment Tribunal fees. 

The power of having a strong

collective voice in the

workplace and the ability to

successfully pursue claims at

court is more important than

ever and I feel extremely

privileged to be joining the

UK’s leading trade union to be

part of their award winning in-

house legal team.

I’m Karen Osborne, your new legal officer

Health workers prepare for

ballot on industrial action

#PayUpNow
Tracy Miller speaks on Faceboook Live at Parliament lobby

Karen Osborne

By Greig Kelbie

Area organiser

As news of a

vaccine gave hope

for a return to normal,

UNISON Scotland

continued work with a

coalition of nearly 100

Scottish organisations

pressing the Scottish

government for a Just

and Green Recovery.

Initiated by Friends of the

Earth Scotland, the coalition

has brought together

environmental groups, trade

unions, global justice

campaigners, community

and women’s organisations

and think tanks. 

Campaigning around

five key areas for recovery

they have engaged with the

Scottish ministers,

opposition party leaders

and MSPs to emphasise

that the recovery from

Covid needs to benefit

workers and address the

issues around climate

change.

The key areas, reflecting

UNISON priorities, are

protecting public services,

protecting poorer people

with redistribution of

wealth and decent wages,

investment in sustainable

green jobs, strengthening

democratic and human

rights, and adopting an

internationalist approach to

the pandemic, climate

change and solidarity.

As well as lobbying

local MSPs the coalition

organised an online

workers rally where union

voices, including Wilma

Brown from Fife Health

and John Duffy from South

Lanarkshire, put forward

the issues, views and

demands to a panel of

politicians. 

This led to some of

those issues being raised in

Parliament.

The struggle against

Covid continues. The

challenge of climate

change faces us. 

The threat to our jobs

and services is real. The

Just and Green Recovery

Coalition helps UNISON

build support for our ideas

on how the recovery has to

be fair to workers, protect

and create sustainable jobs

and contribute to the fairer

society we are working for.

For more information

www.justgreenrecovery.scot/ 

Campaign to build back better with a ‘Just and Green Recovery’
By Stephen Smellie

Scottish depute convener

The Just and Green Recovery Coalition helps

UNISON build support for our ideas on how the

recovery has to be fair to workers, protect and

create sustainable jobs and contribute to the

fairer society we are working for’

‘

UNISON safety work
continues to go from

strength to strength. It wouldn’t
be a Covid update without the
stats and our safety numbers
are good. 

Since March we have trained 70
new covid safety tutors and 340 new
safety reps. 

Eighty members have signed up for
the full safety rep course. Over 20 have
‘graduated’ from the new course for full
accreditation and the majority of 340
army of new reps have asked for further
training to support their work. 

The next stage for the group taking
a ‘step-by-step’ journey through
safety modules is our new course
How to Do a Workplace Inspection. 

This course supports the
developments of our new reps,
enhances the impact of our safety
work and enables. 

The Workplace Inspection course
is available now and the next phase in
the campaign will be a week of action
on safety based on coordinated
inspections across Scotland.

This is vital life saving work. The
full impact of any new vaccine will
take many months to achieve. 

Until that day arrives we need
every rep we can get – doing the very
specific task of checking the covid
safety of public service workplaces. 

This is a dynamic and important
area of work. We owe a huge debt to
all the experienced safety reps who
lead our covid response, and support
the new volunteers. 

If you would like to join this
campaign please email
activisteducationscotland@unison.co.uk
and help all our members to ‘Be On
the Safe Side’.

Health & safety

training during

Covid brings

340 new reps 
By Peter Hunter

Regional manager

Checking Covid

safety of public

service workplaces  is

vital life saving work’

‘

Kim McLachlan

As we went to press, we were

saddened to hear of the

death of Kim McLachlan, widely

respected former secretary of

UNISON Housing & Care

Scotland Branch. A fuller

appreciation will be on the

UNISON Scotland website.



UNISON Scotland has urged the

Scottish government not to forget

workers in any plans to enable

students to return home in time for

Christmas.

Lorcan Mullen, regional organiser, said:

“Security staff, cleaners and catering workers

at Scottish universities have had an extremely

difficult year, with a constant pendulum

swing between fear of workplace infection

and fear of redundancy in the event of

campuses emptying out. 

“The volatility and risk in this sector have

left these workers and their families feeling

immense anxiety. 

“They should be the very last people

expected to pay for the errors of governments,

principals and senior management teams.

“Whatever happens next, low-paid support

staff must have their jobs and incomes

protected until at least the start of the next

academic year, and must be assured that

serious lessons have been learned from the

alarming campus outbreaks in September. 

“Universities cannot function safely or

effectively without the work of these people –

UNISON will not allow them to be forgotten

or treated as collateral in this crisis.”
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We want to hear  your news
SiU is your paper, we want to hear your
stories. Contact Kate Ramsden (editor)

katearamsden@gmail.com, Danny Phillips
d.phillips@unison.co.uk, Trisha Hamilton

t.hamilton@unison.co.uk
Editorial group: Kate Ramsden, Watty

Gaffney, Jane Aitchison, Diane O’Donnell
and Sean Davenport

Aberdeenshire UNISON

celebrated Black

History Month (BHM) in

October with two virtual

events with a theme of

“Black lives matter in a

hostile environment”.

Chaired by branch Black

members’ officer, Benson

Mugyenyi, keynote speakers

were NEC member Davena

Rankin, Kebba Manneh, chair

of the National Black Members

Committee and the

Cymru/Wales Black Members

Committee, Rakiya Suleiman,

chair of the Scottish Black

Members Committee and

Lewis Macdonald MSP.

The events were well

attended with a mix of Black

members and allies. The

moving presentations

highlighted structural

discrimination in denying jobs

and opportunities to so many

people because of race

preventing the wider community

from benefiting from the talents

and abilities of all citizens. 

The meetings also called for

forceful challenges to

institutional racism in health and

education, to make sure that

Black people don’t continue to

pay the price of discrimination

with their lives; and for Black

history to be taught in schools as

part of the curriculum, to end the

whitewashing of the slave trade

and other oppression.

Benson said: “All those

participating were challenged to

answer the fundamental question

as to what BHM means to them

in Scotland. They expressed a

common view that any forms of

racism and unjust treatment

should be got rid of because they

are inhumane, and they make

communities unsafe and hostile.”

UNISON Scotland’s Labour

Link Committee also held an

excellent Black Lives Matter

meeting as part of Black

History Month on 30 October.

Chaired by Davena Rankin, the

meeting heard from Professor

Geoff Palmer, Glasgow

Councillor Dr Soryia Siddique

and Peter Sharma chair of the

Black Members’ Committee. 

Following wide ranging

discussion it was agreed that

the next Labour Link

Committee should look at how

to support more Black, Asian

and Minority Ethnic (BAME)

members to get their voices

heard through Labour Link. 

“The meeting was followed

by our first online social with

Billy Stewart doing a great job

DJing for us”, said regional

organiser Simon Macfarlane

who can be contacted at

s.macfarlane@unison.co.uk for

more info on this or any LL

matters.

Black History Month events call for racism

to be challenged for the benefit of all

As we go to print we will

have entered Disability

History Month 2020 which

takes place from 18

November until 18

December 2020. This year

the theme is “Access: How

far have we come? How far

have we to go?”
The Scottish Disabled

Members Committee has

called on branches to celebrate

Disability History Month by

raising awareness of the

challenges facing disabled

workers and has circulated a

flyer and factsheet to give

ideas of what branches can do. 

Suggestions include online

events, accessibility audits of

branch offices and venues for

branch meetings; audits of

branch communications; and

using websites and social

media to highlight Disability

History Month events.

Aberdeenshire UNISON is

one branch that already plans

to celebrate the achievements

of disabled people throughout

our history and in the present. 

Throughout Disability

History Month it will raise

awareness of how disability

impacts on our members and

what we can all do to

challenge disability

discrimination.

This will culminate in an

event on 3 December, the

International Day of People

with Disabilities, when the

branch will launch a disability

history booklet penned by

equalities officer Kathleen

Kennedy. 

The publication entitled,

“Disability History:

Fascinating Facts” looks at

disability over the last 200

years with intriguing facts

about disability in the North

East of Scotland woven

throughout the booklet.

Kathleen said: “Disability

History Month is a month that

can often be overlooked due to

where it falls in the calendar –

in the lead up to Christmas it is

half of one month and half of

another. That probably says

more about how we as society

recognises disability and

people with disabilities

throughout history.

“Looking back through the

centuries we see how people

with disabilities have been

treated and sometimes are still

treated. For example when the

teaching of sign language was

banned in 1880 and only lifted

in 1970s.

“This year’s theme is

access. This is very

appropriate given the

pandemic and difficulties

people with disabilities have

had over this year in dealing

with Covid-19.”

Call on branches to mark

Disability History Month 

Benson Mugyenyi

UNISON is working

with lay members

across the union to

deliver a set of proposals

to the National Delegate

Conference in June 2021

about how best to

resource UNISON

branches across the

country.
Known as the “Branch

Resources Review” members
of the review group are
tasked with reviewing the
branch funding regime and
how resources are allocated. 

Scottish convener Lilian
Macer is on the review as are
Scottish NEC members
Gordon McKay and Davena
Rankin. 

How have branches had a
voice?

In February 2020 an online
survey to all UNISON
branches was issued. 357

branches (43 in Scotland)
responded, a response rate of
over 42%.  There were three
distinct areas where branches
felt that they needed
improved support to do more.
These were:

• More time including

facility time

• More support from the

regions

• More financial support.

But we wanted to dig

deeper, so we commissioned an

independent organisation

BritainThinks to help lay

members conduct in-depth

interviews with 15 senior

branch officers to explore and

understand the challenges their

branches face and what kind of

support and resources would be

most helpful to them.

The interviews highlighted

that there are a number of key

challenges that affect a large

proportion of branches in the

sample:

a) Activists feel that they

and their senior stewards

spend most of their time on

casework, with little

opportunity to focus on

organising and longer-term

planning and activist

development.

b) Processes can be slow

and inefficient.

c) Branches have unique

needs, which they feel aren’t

always considered.

Surprisingly, branch

representatives did not feel

that increased levels of

financial resources at the

branch level are always a

solution to their issues. 

Instead, they share a vision

for a modern union with

centralised processes

alongside a greater amount of

regional level lay decision-

making and partnership for

tailored support.

This work will continue in

the months leading up to

UNISON Conference next

year. We’ll keep you posted

about how the work is going

over the coming months –

watch this space.

By Nicki Burston

Branch resources review project officer

Branch Resource Review – Listening to branches

UNISON has issued updated

guidance on dealing with online

(virtual) hearings in disciplinary and

grievance procedures and it is

extremely important that all activists

who represent members read the

guidance carefully.
It can be found on the UNISON UK site at

www.unison.org.uk, search for ‘virtual

hearings’.

The guidance emphasises that any

temporary changes to disciplinary or

grievance procedures to accommodate Covid-

19 restrictions must be agreed in advance with

union reps.

Whatever changes are decided, the procedures

should still always comply with employment law

and the ACAS Code of Practice on disciplinary

and grievance procedures.

Where it is not possible to operate in-

person meetings whilst remaining Covid-

secure and compliant with government

guidelines on social distancing etc., the

guidance states that the employer and union

representatives may need to consider the

postponement of disciplinary and grievance

procedures during the continuing Covid-19

pandemic.

However it also recognises that an

employee may feel that a delay could cause

them undue anxiety or the issue may be

sufficiently serious to need urgent resolution.

If this is the case, the guidance sets out a

number of factors for consideration by both

the employer and the union rep to assist in

making a decision that is best for the member.

Ensuring

members’ rights

in virtual hearings

Universities must

protect frontline staff


